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1. Introduction

I A novel method for visual object tracking in stereo videos is proposed
I It requires no information about the camera calibration parameters
I It exploits low quality disparity maps extracted by a real-time disparity

estimation algorithm
I Two representation methods for describing the object texture.
. Color - disparity histograms
. Local Steering Kernel (LSK) descriptors

2. Visual Object Tracking Overview

3. Object model

I Two object models are constructed for the left and right channel

4. Candidate object ROIs extraction

I The object position at frame t+ 1 is predicted with a 1st order Kalman
filter

I Search region subsampling by selecting randomly n candidate object
ROIs according to

Yt+1 = {y1
t+1, . . . , y

n
t+1} ∼ N(ŷt+1,Σ),

where Σ = diag[Sx/m, Sy/m], Sx × Sy the search region
dimensions, m = 4

5. Color-disparity histograms

I 2D color-disparity histograms are constructed

I 80% of the candidate object ROIs with the lowest 2D-CDH similarity to
the object at frame t (cosine similarity) are discarded

I The remaining 20% are compared to the object model with LSK
similarity

6. Local Steering Kernel feature extraction

I Local Steering Kernel (LSK) descriptors determine the similarity of an
image pixel with its surrounding P × P pixels

I LSKs are computed for each pixel p by:
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I where Cl is the covariance matrix of the gradient vectors of the image in
a P × P window around pl

I LSKs become invariant to brightness and contrast changes by L1

normalization
I Perform PCA to keep the d principal components

7. Object position detection at frame t+ 1
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I increased weight is given to the object ROI in the first frame
I the object ROI with the maximum vi is the new object position

8. Object model update

9. Tracking Results

10. Conclusions

I The proposed stereo tracker is successful in tracking rigid objects under
pose changes, small rotation changes and small scale changes

I It outperforms state of the art monocular appearance based trackers
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